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Audience members are reminded to silence alarm watches, pagers and cellular phones before the performance.  

As a matter of courtesy and copyright law, no recording or unauthorized photographing is allowed. The Moore 
Musical Arts Center is a nonsmoking facility.

acted upon by an element – air, flesh, hair, metal, rubber, plastic. Metal when brushed, struck, 
scraped, scratched, rolled, tapped, bowed. Metal in combination – a hint of vibration, a background 
spectrum of pitches, an edgy decay.

Due to a formatting error, Erin Rogers’ bio was left out of the Festival program book. We include it 
here, with apologies to Ms. Rogers.

Erin Rogers is a composer, saxophonist and performance artist based in New York City. Her works 
explore the intersection of chamber music and theatre, using improvisation, sound exploration and 
performance practice as a starting point. Her works have been presented at Carnegie Hall, Lincoln 
Center’s NYPL Series, the Knockdown Center, Roulette, and the Ecstatic Festival by ensembles such 
as mise-en, Loadbang, Versipel New Music, Stony Brook Contemporary Chamber Players, Nief-
Norf, Lost Dog and Madrid’s Tribuna-Sax Ensemble. Her work has crossed genres from theatre-to-
installation-to-silence, through collaborations with Orange Theatre, Panoply Performance Labora-
tory, thingNY, Harvestworks, and Music for Contemplation. Her solo performance piece, inspired 
by pioneering punk-feminist icon Lydia Lunch, was featured on 
the 2017 Prototype Festival’s “Out-of-Bounds” with solo perfor-
mances at HERE Arts Center, the original Max’s Kansas City, and 
Trump Hotel SoHo in a statement of political protest. Erin’s music 
has been featured on the French Quarter Festival (New Orleans), 
the Continuum Music Festival (Memphis), The Edmonton Fringe 
Festival, Tribuna Sax-Ensemble (Madrid), Guitars International 
Guitar Festival (CIM), and the 2017 mise-en Festival. She has per-
formed with the International Contemporary Ensemble, wild Up, 
and Copland House, and is co-artistic director of New York-based 
ensembles: thingNY, Hypercube, Popebama, and New Thread 
Quartet. www.erinmrogers.com



P R O G R A M

In the Midst (2013).......................................................................................................Ingrid Stölzel
Cole Burger, piano

  The Art of Noise (2011)......................................................................Janice Misurell-Mitchell 
Kenneth Cox, flute – Henrique Batista, percussion

The Philosophy of Wood (2016).........................................................................Daniel Bayot
3dB 

David Breem, Daniel Bumgardner, and Daniel Landis, voices
winner of the 2016 BGSU Competitions in Music Performance - Composition Division

  Face of the Moon (2000)...........................................................................................Marilyn Shrude 

Duo Montaignard 
Joseph Murphy, saxophone – Matthew Slotkin, guitar

  Beast (2009)..............................................................................................................................Steven Mackey 

Jerry Emmons, marimba

  Shimmering Dust (2015)........................................................................................................Erin Rogers 

Conor Nelson, flute – Daniel Piccolo, percussion

 

P R O G R A M  N OT E S
There is a long tradition of composers writing pieces for specific occasions and in remembrance of 
great artists. Undoubtedly, there will be many compositions written and dedicated to the memory of 
Van Cliburn and I am honored to be able to contribute In the Midst. 
 When I first thought about what kind of piece this would be, a mental image appeared that 
stayed with me throughout my writing process. I imagined myself in the concert hall following 
Van Cliburn’s legendary performance of Tchaikovsky’s Piano Concerto No. 1 at the International 
Tchaikovsky Competition in Moscow in 1958 – the resonance of the concerto lingering, the chords 
ringing in the air, the emotional energy expanded by Van Cliburn still palpable and the legacy 
of the performance imprinted onto the hall, the audience and history. As I was creating my own 
soundworld, I found myself in the midst of this energetic reverberance, filtering musical fragments 
of the concerto through my own compositional voice and reimagining the music as a tribute to 
all the great performances that leave behind an emotional imprint on the listener. In the Midst is a 
remembrance, a celebration and an appreciation of an extraordinary musical life forever in our midst.  
The piece was written for Van Cliburn Piano Competition Gold medalist, Stanislav Ioudenitch in 
memory of Van Cliburn and premiered at the Van Cliburn Tribute Concert. 

 
The Art of Noise, for flute and percussion was commissioned by Bay area flutist Meerenai Shim as a 
piece for flute/voice that she could use in performance with the A/B Duo. Ms. Shim has been a major 
supporter of my music, having recorded Sometimes the City is Silent, for solo flute, on her first album, 
released in 2011, along with a wonderfully imaginative video to go with the piece. I thought that it 
would be significant to use a text that also complemented our mutual interest in progressive politics. I 
found a strong musical connection of the two in Luigi Russolo’s L’arte dei Rumori (The Art of Noises), 
written in 1913 as part of The Futurist Manifesto. I’ve taken words from the above text and put them 
in different languages to make a short poem, spoken through the flute:

dolce   pureté 
compliqué   complicata  
harsh   rau  
noise-sound  
L’arte dei rumori 

The Art of Noise also includes an homage to Edgard Varèse through musical references to Density 21.5 
and Ionisation, a work in which Varèse also acknowledged the influence of Luigi Russolo. I would like 
to thank the Ragdale Foundation for providing me with a residency in 2011 to work on this piece. 

   The table

     no time for its

     existentialism

    and absurd

    chair leaning against

    the table’s futile stance. 

     I’m a pragmatic man

    so I have no use for knowing

    myself. 

  — An Excerpt from The Philosophy of Wood by Pablo Saborío

Just as the moon is admired for its utter simplicity, it is equally a revelation in complexity—changing 
(yet constant) from day to month to year. My musical impression is an individual reflection on 
a reality that has intrigued many artists. In Face of the Moon I use a germinal two-note motive 
(repeated, altered, expanded, embellished) to explore a range of emotions—contentment, agitation, 
calm, elation, disquiet, reflection. The result is a composition of many layers, made more so by the 
unique combination of saxophone and guitar. Face of the Moon was commissioned and premiered 
by the Ryoanji Duo, Frank Bongiorno and Robert Nathan, at the 12th World Saxophone Congress in 
Montreal (July 6, 2000). It was completed during a fellowship residency at the Rockefeller Foundation 
Study and Conference Center in Bellagio, Italy. Poet Pattiann Rogers was also a resident at the time 
and her words serve as a preface in the score:

 The moon is a mirror,

 surely, but is a mirror a forbidden window

 becoming itself by its own reflective act,

 or is it just a dull word of unenlightened

 imitation?

  –“For Any Known Fact: Nude Walking Alone on a Beach in Moonlight” by Pattiann Rogers.  
  From FIREKEEPER. Minneapolis: Milkweed Editions, 1994.  Used with permission.

Shimmering Dust (2015) for flute and cymbal explores the sonic relationship between air and metal. 
The title evokes a visual image of the intended sound world. Air in its human form – breathed, 
blown, whispered, sung. Air acting upon an element – forced air, directed air, resisted air, air through 
metal piping. Air in combination – a resonant texture, layered white noise, a trace of pitch. Metal 


